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CYCLIST SUPPORT SYSTEMS AV-CYCLIST SCENARIOS

Figure 1. The placement of cyclist support systems (n=92)

Human-machine interfaces (HMIs) have the 

potential to aid cyclists in future traffic with 

automated vehicles (AVs). 

How can HMIs assist cyclists with AVs, and what 

are the implications of using HMIs to be safe in 

automated traffic?

Interaction with cyclists in complex urban traffic 

environments poses a major challenge for AVs.

Two proposed solutions:

1. On-vehicle interfaces providing additional 

communication cues through displays, lights, 

or projections on the road

2. Equipping vulnerable road users with 

awareness and notification systems

We have investigated these two solutions and 

their implications for cyclists in three studies. The 

overall goal is to improve the safety of cyclists in 

future traffic through development, testing, and 

evaluation of interface design strategies.

BACKGROUND

▪ A synthesis of the future outlook of systems 

supporting cyclists in traffic with automated 

vehicles.

▪ The physical, communicational, and functional 

attributes of 92 systems were analysed (see 

Figure 1 and 2).

▪ We suggest that on-vehicle systems should 

have visibility all around the vehicle and 

incorporate two-way communication.

▪ Cyclist support systems should be explored in 

complex and representative scenarios with 

automated vehicles.

We developed test scenarios of AV-cyclist 

interaction.

Triangulation of data

1. A systematic literature review of previous 

research on AVs and cyclists

2. A review of in-depth reports of cyclist 

accidents with vehicles

3. Group interviews with traffic safety and 

automation experts

Twenty scenarios were identified and categorised 

into four groups: Crossing, passing, takeover, and 

merging scenarios (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. The four scenario groups and direction of 

movement

INTERVIEW STUDY

▪ Interaction of cyclists and AVs was explored 

among Norwegian and Dutch cyclists.

▪ Cyclists prefer to be segregated in traffic with 

AVs, and in mixed urban traffic, they need 

confirmation of detection by AVs.

▪ External on-vehicle or on-bike HMIs might be 

solutions to fulfil the cyclists’ need for 

recognition.

▪ Cyclists are hesitant about on-bike HMIs, 

mainly due to unclear utility value and the 

ethical aspect of imposing the responsibility of 

safety on the more vulnerable road user.

Figure 2. The mode of communication of cyclist support 

systems (n=92)


